
PROFILE SCHOOL BOARD MEETING DATE: March 18, 2021
HYBRID MEETING HELD ELECTRONICALLY Time: 5:30 pm
VIA ZOOM AND IN PERSON AT PROFILE CAFETERIA
BETHLEHEM, NH 03574

PROFILE SCHOOL BOARD MEETING MINUTES

ELECTRONICALLY HELD MEETING:As chair of the Profile School Board, I find that due to the state
of Emergency declared by the Governor as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic and in accordance with the
Governor’s Emergency Order #12 pursuant to Executive Order 2020-04, this public body is authorized to meet
electronically. Please note that there is no physical location to observe and listen contemporaneously to this
meeting, which was authorized pursuant to the Governor’s Emergency Order. However, in accordance with the
Emergency Order, I am confirming that we are:

a) Providing public access to the meeting by telephone, with additional access possibilities by video or other
electronic means.

We are utilizing Zoom for this electronic meeting. All members of the Profile School Board have the ability to
communicate contemporaneously during this meeting through the platform, and the public has access to
contemporaneously listen and, if necessary, participate in this meeting through by clicking on the following
Website: https://us04web.zoom.us/j/72593935510?pwd=cmVhenlaSzVIQmExZzhKWC9rTEJEZz09
Meeting ID: 725 9393 5510 Passcode: 7kECrg

PRESENT PHYSICALLY ROLL CALL: Principal - Kerry Sheehan, Board Chair - Kim
Koprowski, Business Manager - Toni Butterfield, Dr. Alice Rocke, Tari Thomas -
Superintendent,

PRESENT REMOTELY FOR SCHOOL BOARD: Tim Wennrich, Dr. Alice Rocke, Ruth
Heintz, John Devlin (internet issues), Vickie Moore - Board Clerk

PRESENT REMOTELY - PUBLIC PRESENT REMOTELY: Cindy McLaren, Jill Brewer,
Jason Tors, Samantha Presby, Dawn Steele, Margaret Gale, Lynn Terres, Jae Kim, Sarah Reeder,

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES: Elizabeth Lawton, Gabriel Jacobs where here to update the
board on the prom and graduation. Liz spoke about the graduation having 2 plans, the first is to
have the graduation outside with masks being worn, temperatures being checked, 6 feet distance,
and follow state regulations. The second plan (back up plan), is to go with the drive in venue that
was used last year. There is a class meeting later this evening to discuss the gowns, we want the
gowns colors to be comfortable with everyone and for it to be by choice not gender. Gabe spoke
about prom and how the juniors are working on plans for it to be at the Sunset Hill House, masks
to be worn and following school rules with covid protocol.

CALL TO ORDER: Kim Koprowski called the public meeting to order at  5:35 pm.

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/72593935510?pwd=cmVhenlaSzVIQmExZzhKWC9rTEJEZz09


PUBLIC INPUT: Jason Tors a parent wanted to assist in the arts for Profile school. Owner of
the loading dock, Jason spoke of wanting to help the arts and culture in the North Country.
Wanted to let the board know he is available to help with making contacts, supplement with arts
and culture for the school community. Kerry responded that this will be great, Kim K. brought up
Cabrina night that was done last year, and possibly getting back in touch and being able to use
the Colonial theater.
There was a chat comment from Dawn Steele on Profile school going remote for two weeks
following the April break, Kim K., addressed the forum with teachers being vaccinated with the
first vaccine on Friday March 19, 2021 and that it has not been decided upon about remote after
April vacation. Discussion on the vaccine, the new variance in other countries that is killing
children and the numbers for the state. Kim K., ended with saying that I will not guarantee we
won’t go remote at this time.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF THE January 21, 2021 MEETING: Kim K., just wanted to
make a change on the repeat sentence in old business and new business, asked Vickie (board
clerk) to just leave it in the new business. Vote on approving minutes after change is made, first
was Dr. Alice R., seconded was Tim W., all board members approved.

Business Managers Report: Expected revenue coming in by schedule, including appropriations,
adequacy aide and building aide. Expenditures to date are $3,913,497. Incommbrances are $1,
957,287 less cost covered by cares grant $20,430 to date total expenses $5,850,354. Toni
(business manager) and Kerry (principal) are monitoring unencumbered budget balances. As of
March 18, 2021 we estimate $354,337 will be spent, leaving an estimated fund balance of
$172,501.

Superintendent's Report: Spring coach appointment, the slate for all the coaches was approved
with Tim W., first and Dr. Alice R. second with all board members approval. Staff nominations,
Kim K., motion to approve, Tim W. first and Dr. Alice R. second, all board members approved.
Report for Feb./March annual meetings for school districts. Million dollar grant for all schools in
SAU 35. Title 9 training being done, Kyle Jacobs participating is great. Vaccination process with
staff is remarkable working with Corin Superchi. Staff is happy, grateful and Jack Anderson
helping with ground work with getting teachers/staff all vaccinated, extraordinarily helpful.

Principal Report: Kerry started off her report with the Seal of Biliteracy presentation, it is on
page 8 of the program of studies. In order to receive the award a student needs to be proficient in
speaking two languages. English can also be one of the two languages, Profile has classes for
spanish and french. There is a student that is looking at this, a portfolio has to be done and there
is a test they have to take, we Ursula Askins-Huber as our point person. We have Cindy McLaren
and Jill Brewer here to do a Naviance presentation. Cindy opened up with a thank you to the
board, explanation of the Naviance program and how students can get a lot of guidance for



college, career, and life readiness. The academics and skills program is a part of the package that
Profile got and trying it out with the Junior class students, it is fun and more interactive then the
Khan academy that Profile is using currently. Jill discussed the achievements, self discovery
assessments that will help the students bring out what they are good at. The program will also
help the counselors work with students for success for after graduation. Will be using the
program through the rest of the school year, Cindy will be using it with the freshman class fourth
quarter for a skill class. Naviance is also working with PowerSchool, which Profile uses as well.
Kerry went through Program of Studies, gave the board the new program that was updated,
Profile graduate mindset is in their to look at, using gender neutral words, freshman/sophomore
to not be used it will now be ninth and tenth graders or lower class, juniors and seniors will still
be used as will upper class. Math class for all four years, removed philosophy and put in criminal
justice. Class rank and Val/Sal for 2021, 2022, 2023, discussion on different ranking systems, Jill
and Cindy to connect with colleges to see if it will affect acceptances. Classes added are yoga,
meditation, theater arts to name a few. Dr. Alice R., question about the fees for running start?
Kerry responded with no costs to students they have scholarships available. Dr. Alice R., how are
the students chosen to get the scholarship? Kerry responded that E-start is a part of running start,
able to help with student cost and we can use the gifted/talented funds. Dr. Alice R., what about
the cost of books and transportation? Kerry responded with the vouchers that the students can get
for cost and for transportation this year CTE & ELA the students can drive themselves due to
covid, thinking outside of the box and there are many staff at Profile that are able to transport
kids and use the school vehicles. Dr. Alice R., honors diploma for NH Scholars program? Is this
only for NH students? Kerry responded with the in discussion right now for 21, 22, 23, the essay
for the SAT’s will be given as of this year, the SAT is on April 13, 2021. College board to do
away with the essay starting next year. Kerry discussed the NEASC report and that it will be sent
out and made public. The four priority areas identified and three out of the four are areas already
working on, with the fourth as well. All accommodations and recommendations are in the report.
Dr. Alice R., I want to congratulate Kerry and the staff at Profile on a good job! Being concerned
about bullying for a year and a half, hearing that student’s are seeing less bullying. Kim K.,
reviewing everything was cool to see the courses and what was offered. Has gotten emails from
parents in surrounding areas, hoping to have their child attend Profile school. Kerry responded
that the school could not do this without the support of the board, community and wonderful
superintendent. The amount of students that are returning from remote learning back to face to
face is good, there are many coming back for the fourth quarter.

Executive Board Report: Nothing new to report on.

Advisory Committee: New Guidance from NH DHHS advisory was shared at SAU tactical
meeting, SAU 36 has already adopted this new guidance. Profile meeting before the next board
meeting to discuss.



Policy Committee: Nothing new to report on.

New Business:

Old Business: Annual goals not approved yet, fine tune them, #4. ACL prevention - Lani is
working on this possible video to be done. Amy Mullins helping with this. No time frame on
this. Dr. Alice R., #1, work with Kerry on this board and drive it. Kim K., let’s table this for the
next meeting. Dr. Alice R., have it done for late spring for the ACL prevention? Kim K., brought
up the solar project there was a change  in cost eighth and half cents to eight eight six cents,
ledge and boulders were hit and may cause issues, site release sent to Kim K., wanted her to sign
it ASAP but has to go to the lawyer to review it and Kim K., wants to go over it as well. The
increase in numbers needs to stop, USDA grant to be applied for, discussion on this with
concerns, thinks this is the right thing to do, but the last minute things coming up should not be
on Kim K. or Kerry S. shoulders. Kerry went into the events that happened on Monday with the
road crew coming in to drop off the excavator to move the foot/bike bridge to the school path,
Tuesday morning the tree guys came in to start and wanted to clear the student parking lot, cones
were then set up but that was going to block the bridge crew. Solar project was put on the side, if
it was difficult with the last minute wants, and my concern is with the access road being put in,
who will maintain that? Fitz was here to speak about this, and has been out of the loop since the
community vote, only being asked by community members when the solar project will happen,
happy that the solar project is starting. Communication with Ted (solar project contact person)
needs to be better. A discussion on this, but no recommendation at today’s meeting on how to
solve this. Fitz asked why Kerry S., and Kim K. are being called and not the facilities director at
Profile. Kim K., did speak with Ted and was given a map today on logging the access road, was
not what was agreed upon.
Kim K. doesn’t like the changes that just pop up, needs to understand that the school is in session
and times need to be coordinated. Kim K. have reviewed the 40 + page contract and have sent it
to the lawyer to review it, I need time to make arrangements just like Kerry does. When the town
meeting was held, Ted was there but was unprepared, this is a consistent pattern with him and the
lawyer thinks they are doing everything at the last minute.  I have talked with Ted about the
communication piece, I want to continue working on this, but am concerned with the cost rising
and the communication issues. Dr. Alice R., concerned with the cost with the survey that should
have been done before starting the project, now concerned with the land issues that came up. Fitz
responded that there should be a cap on the cost decided on when the recommendations were
asked for. Kim K. there is a cost limit and if it goes above that both sides walk away. Tim W.
where is the point of where to stop? Go forward with the project until the point is met or there is
no more wiggle room. Covid related assistance by the state, is there something there to apply
for? The lack of communication is not right, I am surprised they did not do their homework on
the school grounds, maybe team weekly meetings with a school person there to say yea or nay.
Should not be put on Kim K. or Kerry S. Ruth H. concerned that with today’s technology they



can not discover what's under the dirt to put in their proposal. Did we check with other schools
that this company did work for? This was responded with a Yes, they received good
recommendations.

Non-Public Session per RSA 91A:3 I, II: Kim K., needs a motion to go into non-public, Dr.
Alice R., first and Tim W., second. Non-public meeting at 7:00 pm.
Out of non-public session at 7:12 pm, Tim W., first and Dr. Alice R., second, back into public
session.
Dr. Alice R., asked about the rock wall, John D., had left the meeting, Kerry will see if the
facilities director Mike Charron can start getting bids on it.

Motion to adjourn Dr. Alice R., first and Kim K., second to adjourn meeting at 7:14 pm. Next
meeting April 15, 2021 at 5:30 pm.

Respectfully submitted

Vickie Moore
Board Clerk


